
Smart Meter Energy Data: 
Delivering on a Public Interest Purpose

Public Interest Advisory Group
Workshop (video-conference)

Weds 11 November  2020

What additional ‘public-interest’ insight could smart-meter data 
bring on analysis of domestic heat ? 

Sustainability First - Maxine Frerk, Judith Ward, Sharon Darcy

CSE – Simon Roberts, Nicky Hodges, Annette Lamley
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ZOOM - ways of working

• Unless you speak : video off & mute please

• Chat : for : (1) technical problems (2) a short question 
of clarification

• Q&A and general discussion – coordinated via ‘hand-
up’

• If you are on ‘dial-in’ – press *9 for ‘hand-up’
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Today : what additional ‘public interest’ benefit could smart-meter 
data bring to improve analysis, insight and policy on Domestic Heat

Welcome

1. PIAG Member Updates (to 14.20) 

2. Outline of issue (14.20 - 14.45)  Maxine Frerk

3. Practitioners (14.45 - 15.50) UCL SERL, ESC Heat Trials, CSE – SMETER, 
Delta-EE - Heat, Ecuity - USER hot-water

4. Discussion (to 16.30) PIAG members 

5. Conclusions (to 16.40) 

AoB – final report
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PIAG 2 – aims & outputs

Main aims :  

• To demonstrate the additionality and public-interest value which access to granular smart-meter data could 
deliver - in terms of different public-interest uses and for different public-interest actors. 

• Build a stronger evidence-base for BEIS, Ofgem & others through in-depth ‘user-cases’

• Delivered via :

• Four half-day workshops to examine what added benefit smart-meter data could bring to : government 
official statistics & data (Jan 20) ; regulatory evaluations (April 20) ; energy planning for devolved, 
devolved & local government ( July 20) ; Heat analysis (today).

• Workshop reports. 

• A final report and event – spring 2021 

PIAG will also: 

• Keep the topic of access to smart-meter data for a public-interest purpose to the fore

• Consider progress on the conclusions & recommendations of PIAG Phase 1

• Provide continued thought-leadership through an independent convening role.

• Through PIAG workshops, continue to provide an active information exchange. 
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Colleague updates

• BEIS - Tim Hedgeland

• Ofgem – Steven Steer

• Citizens Advice – Colin Griffiths

• ESC (MEDA)  – Simon Pearson

• ONS – Simon Duddy

• Elexon – Kevin Spencer

• Electralink – Rosella Jones

• Smart DCC – Matt James

• Others ?
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What additional ‘public-interest’ insight could 

smart-meter data bring on analysis of 

domestic heat ? 

Introductory comments

Maxine Frerk

Sustainability First
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PIAG 2 Framework – each workshop framed by four 
questions – designed to test ‘additionality’ 

i. What customer-side usage-data is available now? 

ii. What new usage-data is expected to become more widely 
available in the short to medium term? 

iii. What might increased access to half-hourly smart meter 
data offer in addition to any such new usage-data? 

iv. What additional public interest benefit might be delivered if 
(aggregated and anonymised) customer smart-meter usage 
data becomes available? What major public-interest ‘data 
gaps’ could half-hourly smart meter data fill?
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Themes for today

• Recap on heat de-carbonisation challenge

• Understanding and improving the energy 
performance of buildings

• Developing insights around current heat usage 
(user behaviour, gas data, electric heated homes)

• Informing policy

• Delivering de-carbonisation
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Recap on the heat de-carbonisation challenge
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Understanding and improving the energy 
performance of buildings

• Energy efficiency = “no regrets” and a priority for action but poor data on 
energy performance of buildings. CCC proposing Green Building Passport

• Previous PIAG workshops have highlighted:

• EPC data by property publicly available but not considered reliable 

• Most analysis based on modelled data (BREDEM) 

• Comparing with actual data  would help in validating the models – but why use 
modelled data when actual data is available?

• Difference between actual and “required” heat levels – underheating a major 
issue for those in fuel poverty 

• Potential to use smart meter data to develop an e-EPC? BEIS funding 
innovation projects. 

• Understanding the “performance gap” for new build properties

• NEED database (used to identify effect of measures) reliant on annual 
estimated read from suppliers

• Potential for pre-heating important for flexibility
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Developing insights around current heat usage –
user behaviour

• A lot we don’t understand about people’s current patterns of heat usage

• Household preferences: Steady temperature or peaky demand? – what 
determines preferences (eg age, number in household, out-all-day vs at 
home ?)

• May affect acceptability of different heat solutions

• May affect how then use new replacement heating system

• Implications for grid and flexibility

• Are desired comfort levels currently being reached? Can you tell from boiler 
operation or do you need temperature monitoring?

• Is hot water being over-provided?

• How do heat behaviours vary by region ~ climatic differences

• Heat usage on coldest day cf norm? Snow effect?
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Source: Smart and Flexible Heat: R. Carmichael et al
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Developing insights around current heat usage –
gas usage

• Gas used for space heat, hot water and cooking:

• Space 75%

• Hot Water 23%

• Cooking 2%

Source: Energy Consumption in the UK (modelled - national)

• How much does this vary between households?

• Assumption that for modern highly efficient homes hot water 
will dominate 

• How does consumption pattern vary as between combi boiler and 
boiler with hot water tank?

• Can we use this to tell how many homes have hot water tanks? 

• Defra study on hot water usage – 2008 based on 120 homes
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Developing insights around current heat usage –
electrically heated homes

• How much electricity do heat pumps use in practice (and when)?

• Are GB homes with heat pumps using them in the way they are 
designed / expected to be used?

• What flexibility could they provide?

• Could combining HP monitoring with electricity consumption 
allow you to understand patterns of usage where direct HP 
monitoring not available? 

• When do hybrid heat pumps use gas v electricity? What 
implications does that have for the energy system?

• What role is there for smart electric storage heating (ref Grid Edge 
Policy paper)?

• What flexibility could it provide?

• Use in small energy efficient homes?
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Informing policy decisions

• Appraising, monitoring, evaluating (cf Ofgem Workshop 2 report)

• Insights and evidence on heat usage patterns:

• From observing current usage

• Understanding how these vary by demographic -> fairness

• Facilitating data collection for pilots 

• Levels of funding support for different Heat Pump technologies

• Extent to which local area plans are needed ~ geographic variations

• Facilitating alternative models eg heat as a service
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Delivering heat de-carbonisation

• Local area energy plans – developing the detail

• Encouraging take-up: building trust through evidence on 
performance

• Help in sizing heat pumps based on historical consumption??

• Reinforcement of electricity distribution networks:

• Providing visibility around the take-up of heat pumps and 
where LV monitoring is needed

• Gas distribution networks – planning for a different future??
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Conclusion

• Limited data at present on:
• Actual property energy performance
• Customer behaviours and usage patterns on heat
• Hot water usage
• Real world performance of heat pumps
• How all this varies by geography / demographic

• Smart meter data could help fill these gaps – and 
inform decisions on heat pathways

• Temperature data a missing ingredient?
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Practitioners – how smart-meter energy-data could 
add value to your present work on heat ?

• UCL SERL – Eoghan Mackenna

• CSE SMETER project – Annette Lamley

• ESC Heat Trials – Simon Pearson

• DELTA-EE heat – Lindsay Sugden

• Ecuity – USER hot water project – James Timbs-

Harrison
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www.serl.ac.uk
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Domestic heat analysis and the value of 
smart meter data

Eoghan McKenna, UCL Energy Institute

Presentation to:

Smart Meter Energy Data: Public Interest Advisory Group

Wednesday 11 November 2020
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Overview of SERL
• Smart Energy Research Lab 

(SERL) is a data resource being 
built for UK research 
community

• Providing high quality smart 
meter and linked contextual 
data to enable innovative 
research

• Recruit and collect this data for 
10k GB households 
representative of SMETS2 
population
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SERL update (Q4 2020)
• Phase 2 recruitment finished

• Total of 4.9k participants recruited
• Final wave of recruitment planned Q1 

2021

• SERL ‘open for business’
• Data published on UKDS (SN8666)

• SERL research is active
• First set of projects approved by Data 

Governance Board 
• Including CREDS/SERL Covid-19 project

• Further use of SERL: in discussion with 
many organisations

www.serl.ac.uk
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PRIMARY

DELIVERED

USEFUL

USED

1. How efficient is your heating in 
practice (Smart EPCs)? 

2. Has energy use changed due to 
an intervention (technology, 
policy, etc.) (Metered Energy 
Savings)?

3. Are you wasting heat?
4. Are you struggling to heat your 

home and at risk of the health 
impact of low temperatures due 
to fuel poverty or heating 
system stopped working?

5. Do you need to call an engineer 
to tune/service your heating?

6. Better heating system choices 
due to ability to disaggregate 
heating space and hot water 
use, etc

What areas could smart meter data (+ contextual data) provide insight for heat 
analysis?

1

2

3

4

5

6
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As-built Asset Rating
Power temperature gradient (PTG, W/K) 

Delivered power (kW; gas + electricity) vs. mean 24-h external temp. (˚C): 

Daily data from an example dwelling
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Steeper slope, higher PTG, 
poorer energy performance 

Shallower slope, lower PTG, 
better energy performance 

Smart meter data for Smart EPCs

‘As designed’ asset rating
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Smart meter data for Smart EPCs

• What insight/impact could this provide?
• Improve accuracy of EPCs 
• Increase trust in EPCs, influence purchase/rental decisions
• Minimum energy efficiency standards: identify dwellings to 

target, monitor compliance
• Building regs: monitor compliance, improve quality 
• Green mortgages/loans: improve estimation of future energy 

bills

• Examples of work being done in this area:
• BEIS: SMETER
• CREDS, SERL: Smart EPC project
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Metered energy savings or ‘did it 
save energy’?

Baseline period Reporting period
After interventionBefore intervention

Intervention 
e.g. energy 
efficiency 

installation

Prediction

Observation

Model e.g. 
PTG

Training data Predicted demand

Energy 
demand

Savings
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Smart meter data for metered 
energy savings
• What insight/impact could this provide?

• Accurate, low-cost, rapid performance evaluation:
• Energy efficiency measures (e.g. £2bn GHG)

• Demand side response participation in flexibility markets

• Monitor quality of measures (new builds, EE installations, 
flexibility) allowing performance-based deployment

• Faster feedback on energy/carbon/bill impacts of EE 
policy/markets than current Gov methodology (NEED 
framework)

• Examples of work being done in this area:
• BEIS: SENS, GHG; Elexon: P376 modification

27
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Added value of greater access to 
smart meter data 
• More accurate, rapid, and lower-cost evaluation of 

impacts for policy decision-making 
• Larger, more representative samples
• Better control groups
• Greater certainty in results that are more generalisable
• Reduce participant burden and costs associated with 

obtaining consent
• Particularly important for non-domestic due to diversity 

of types
• Could do a lot with daily, even monthly, data (less 

sensitive) 
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Metering requirements for heat 
analysis 

Electricity 
meter

Gas meterBoiler

Electricity 
network

Gas 
network

Typical GB dwelling now

Heat

Appliances

Net zero GB dwelling

Electricity 
meter

HP

Heat pump

Electricity 
network

Heat

Appliances

Solar PV + battery
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We help people change 

the way they think and 

act on energy.

cse.org.uk
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Smart meter enabled thermal 

efficiency ratings (SMETER)

Annette Lamley, Research Project Manager

11th November 2020
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About the project
• 2-year BEIS innovation competition, due for completion in 

January 2021

• Overall aim of the programme is to create new methodologies 
for calculating a heat transfer coefficient (HTC) for a dwelling  

• Moving from a modelled to a measured approach through the 
use of smart meter data

• The Clean Growth Strategy is a key overall driver
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What is the problem, and how are we 
addressing it?
• At present, the best available method to measure an HTC is the co-heating test, but this 

is expensive and requires a two-week monitoring period in a vacant property.

• Our aim has been to create an approach that is:

– accurate and dwelling-specific

– simple and low-cost to deploy

– not intrusive for occupants

• To do this, we have been working with the University of Bristol to trial machine learning 
methods with easy-to-obtain data, i.e. half hourly gas and electricity readings, plus 
average internal temperature data and external temperature data

• Caveat: our model is currently trained on simulated data…
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Possible benefits

• Measuring compliance with Building Regulations, and 
addressing the ‘performance gap’

• Improving the accuracy of EPC ratings, and supporting 
policies that rely on them (ECO, ESAS, PRS MEES…)

• More trust and confidence in energy efficiency metrics and 
policies

• Greater carbon savings and bill savings for the consumer

• Affordable warmth energy advice 

• Drive innovation to further improve building fabric 
performance
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Thank you

annette.lamley@cse.org.uk 

www.cse.org.uk  |  @cse_bristol
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Living Lab

Ian Turk
Product Manager 
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© 2020 Energy Systems Catapult

Easy to modify and 

scale - COTS Living Lab Cloud

Energy service

provider

Device 

manufacturer

Government/ 

regulator
Networks

3rd party 

platforms

Simplified  

interaction with 

consumers

Interoperable with 

other platforms

Supports multiple 

trials

Broad range of 

consumers, homes 

and technologies

100s of homes

Digital Integration 

Platform
Portal

3rd party 

platforms

Data

Data

Integrations
• Smart Meter CAD

• Tado Heating Control

• Samsung SmartThings IoT

• EV Charging
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Opportunities

Future is much more dynamic and behaviour driven – hi-res data offers:

• Ability to build more useful energy usage and load profile archetypes

▪ Geography

▪ Housing stock

▪ Variability over time

• Exploit rich source of data for energy usage analysis

▪ Aggregation can make some patterns more visible

▪ High-resolution gives more control

▪ Assess impact of system interventions

▪ Localised impact of consumer driven impacts EV and Heat Pump uptake

▪ Impact of COVID-19 pandemic

• Especially powerful for research when combined with other data

▪ Heating

▪ EV

▪ PV

▪ Batteries etc. 
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© 2020 Energy Systems Catapult

Winter 17/18

Gas boiler only, 

investigation into 

heat as a service

Winter 18/19

Hybrid heating 

system, can people 

get comfortable?

Winter 19/20

Heat Pump only, can people 

get comfortable and what is 

the cost impact?

• Before and after analysis

• Combining heating data; energy data; and consumer feedback (comfort)

• Understand and correct for behavioural changes

Hybrid Heating Example

Zonal Controls

Impact on energy consumption 

& profile

Secondary Heating
Impact of secondary heating appliance change 

heating/energy consumption profile
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© 2020 Energy Systems Catapult

Commercial Trials

• Intelligent air brick which 

regulates air flow using sensors 

to monitor temperature, 

humidity and air quality.

• Energy Systems Catapult is 

helping AirEx:

• accelerate their innovation to 

market with product validation via 

test and demonstration

• exploiting data from the trial for 

further product development, 

support with business planning; 

and 

• extending the monitoring period 

in the Living Lab to a larger scale.

• Device removes oxygen bubbles 

central heating system to improve 

heat transfer in boiler and radiators

• Services being delivered as part of 

the Living Lab trial, include:

• Technical performance analysis –data 

collected from the trial homes through 

its digital platform during the trial (e.g. 

gas consumption, air temperature, 

relative humidity, local weather).

• Consumer insight analysis –feedback 

from participants in the trial on 

installation, set up, early use and 

longer-term use to identify 

‘positives/negatives’ and opportunities 

for improvement.

• Work aims to support an ECO3 

innovation application

• Whole house retrofit insulation.

• Trial to demonstrate that house 

retrofit can be both cost effective 

and a long-term solution to allow 

the UK to meet its 2050 target. 

• The main outcome is a proof of 

concept model dubbed, ‘The 

Matilda’s House’. 

• The house will demonstrate that 

the model is sound and 

achievable. 

• ESC are providing monitoring 

support through our Living Lab 

to help Matilda validate: 

• If and how their product delivers 

benefits to consumers 

• How best to sell these benefits to 

residents 
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HOW COULD SMART-METER DATA IMPROVE 
DOMESTIC HEAT ANALYSIS, INSIGHT AND POLICY?
PIAG WORKSHOP 11/11/20

LINDSAY.SUGDEN@DELTA-EE.COM
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© Delta Energy & Environment Ltd 202011/11/20

About Delta-EE

43

Delta-ee supports our clients navigate the energy transition: 

Heat
How channel 

disruption, sector 

coupling and new 

technologies are 

changing the heat 

sector

EVs & 

Electricity
Understand the 

opportunities and 

challenges from 

sector coupling 

between electricity 

and transport

Digital Energy
Opportunities in the  

connected home 

market and how 

digitalisation is 

changing the energy 

customer relationship

Flexibility & 

Energy 

Storage
Take advantage of 

the opportunities 

emerging from an 

active demand side 

Distributed 

Power
Global market insight 

& expertise into the 

growing role of 

decentralised 

generation  

‘New Energy’ Business Models

Identify and understand the alternative and new business models for the energy transition 

Subscription Research Services                       Consultancy

Delta-EE provides:
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What policy questions around heat can 
smart meter data answer?

44

Visibility on past & 
current demand

How can the 

timing of demand 

be influenced? 

How and when do 

people use heating 

& hot water?

How do heating 

systems perform?

21°C

How can the 

customer 

experience be 

optimised? 

Enabling future 
decarbonisation
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(1) Visibility on past & current energy use

45

How and when do 

people use heating 

& hot water?

How do heating 

systems perform?

◼ What is the CO2 impact of 

current heating / HW usage

patterns?

◼ How does it vary by 

geography?

◼ What is the correlation with 

weather data?

◼ What’s the impact of 

customer behaviour?

Smart meter data can fill gaps 

to answer e.g.…
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(2) Enabling future decarbonisation
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How can the 

timing of demand 

be influenced? 

21°C

How can the 

customer 

experience be 

optimised? 

◼ Optimisation services with 

dynamic tariffs 

◼ Demand response / flexibility 

Smart meter data can enable / 

support decarbonisation 

propositions e.g.…

◼ Heat/everything as a service

◼ Remote diagnostics / 

maintenance

◼ Online sales platforms

◼ Renovation services

◼ Community energy
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New heat propositions landscape
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Source: Delta-EE, 2020

Smart meter 

roll out level

>90%

60-90%

30-60%

<30%

Smart meter data can support policy decisions which create fertile ground for new 
heat propositions to flourish – ultimately accelerating decarbonisation 

Examples of commercially available heat service propositions 

reliant on smart meter data



Sustainability First PIAG Workshop

The USER Project:
Enabling DSR through smart hot 
water storage
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• The USER project is a collaboration between 5 

organisations.

• Using existing and new domestic hot water storage 

cylinders to offer smart grid services via National Grid’s 

Firm Frequency Response (FFR).

• The project is being undertaken as part of the BEIS’ 

funding for innovative domestic Demand Side Response 

demonstrations.

Collaboration
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Smart Meters
SMETS-enabled opportunities in USER

• VPP instructions for service provision can 

be sent via DCC network channel, 

providing a even more secure channel. 

Currently, we are relying on home 

broadband which is less viable with social 

housing.

• Up-to-date tariff information, particularly 

useful when Time-of-Use tariffs become 

predominant, both for import & export (co-

located solar and/or batteries), allowing for 

local arbitrage.

• High-resolution data will have to be sent 

via Internet, as it is still required it for 

auditing purposes (e.g. 1-second-

resolution), and SMETS2 cannot cope with 

the volume. Internet is currently the only 

way to access certain markets. 

Furthermore, additional metering is 

required for these (e.g. power metering & 

frequency metering with 50 milliseconds 

resolution).
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Smart Meters
SMETS-enabled opportunities in USER

• Intelligence still needs to lie in the cloud 

to reduce capacity overheads via 

collaborative control strategies, 

otherwise revenues will be diminished 

via sub-optimal operation.

• HCALC control approaches do not 

currently provide enough flexibility to 

enable our prosumer business model, 

thus we opted for AI-led direct-control 

over-the-Internet.
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Thank you
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General Discussion – how smart meter data could 
bring added insight for heat analysis

• Property performance

• Heat behaviour

• Gas-usage patterns

• Current electric-heat usage patterns

• Data-needs for local heat geographies

Short reflections from PIAG members  : please pitch in ! 
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Heat discussion conclusions & thoughts

• Next steps from today’s heat workshop

• Informal note & slides

• Snapshot paper – Draft to contributors – December. Publish 
– January.

• 2021 - Final PIAG Paper & Event : 

• Phase 1 progress 

• How Phase 2 has ‘built systematic evidence’ on 
additionality which more granular consumption data could 
bring. 

• Conclusions & recommendations for PIAG members -
March 2021

• Final event – spring 2021
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Smart Meter Energy Data:
Public Interest Advisory Group (PIAG)
https://www.smartenergydatapiag.org.uk/

Contacts
Maxine Frerk maxine.frerk@sustainabilityfirst.org.uk
Judith Ward judith.ward@sustainabilityfirst.org.uk
Simon Roberts simon.roberts@cse.org.uk
Nicky Hodges nicky.hodges@cse.org.uk

Centre for Sustainable Energy – www.cse.org.uk
Sustainability First  - www.sustainabilityfirst.org.uk
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PIAG 2 – Who’s involved ?

• Convenors: CSE & Sustainability First

• Funding partners as at 1 January 2020 : Energy Systems Catapult, 
Electralink, Elexon, Smart DCC, GLA. 

• Others : BEIS, MHCLG, Ofgem, Citizens Advice, CCC, UCL Smart 
Energy Research Lab

• Some workshops : CIBSE; CARltd; ENA; Energy-UK; Energy Saving Trust; 

National Energy Action; National Grid ESO; Northern Powergrid/other DNOs; 
ONS; Ombudsman Services; Scottish Government; Midlands Energy Hub; South-
East Energy Hub; Smart Energy GB; TechUK;  Fair by Design; Policy in Practice; 
DELTA-EE; Ecuity; UK Statistics Authority; Universities of Exeter & Reading; 
Imperial; UKERC; Welsh Government; Xoserve.
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PIAG Phase 2 - Project Papers (as at November 2020)

Public Interest Advisory Group papers  & slides available at https://www.smartenergydatapiag.org.uk/

Kick-off Autumn 2019

Paper 1 Government approaches to published data and statistics for energy consumption

(April 2020)

Paper 2 Regulatory assessments and system efficiency: potential benefits of smart-meter

energy consumption data (July 2020)

Paper 3 The potential 'public-interest' value of access to smart-meter data for devolved

governments and local authorities (November 2020)

Paper 4 Analysis of domestic heat – possible added insight from smart-meter data (publication

– January 2021)

PIAG final report Spring 2021
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PIAG Phase 1 - Project Papers
Public Interest Advisory Group papers

available at https://www.smartenergydatapiag.org.uk/

Kick-off stimulus 

paper

Initial Meeting – 30 November 2017

Working Note Clarifying what smart meter data could add to the public interest: public interest questions to

frame PIAG’s work

Stimulus paper 1 Background to ICO Guidance on anonymisation and annex on data access privacy legal

framework

Stimulus paper 2 International experience – smart meter data access

Stimulus paper 3 Data ethics – a review of the landscape

Stimulus paper 4 Stakeholder perspectives on smart meter energy data and potential public interest use-cases

Stimulus paper 5 Public interest use-cases: data attributes, data requirements, and associated privacy and access 

implications

Stimulus paper 6 Consumer research on access to smart meter energy data

Ipsos MORI 

research report

Customer thinking on privacy in relation to smart meter data for ‘public interest’ use

Stimulus paper 7 Possible routes to smart meter data for public interest uses

Stimulus paper 8 Capability requirements of public interest data user organisations

PIAG final report Final Phase 1 paper (Workshop - April 2019. Publication – June 2019)

Annex to PIAG 

final report 

Summary of PIAG project papers
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